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PREZ SEZ                 ED SED

Hi Members,

Welcome to this special edition marking  100 years of Citroën 
Car production. I have avoided the usual chronological or his-
torical list of Citroën vehicle models, they have after all been 
published a thousand times before.

Instead I have tried to provide some "Event Envy", with images of 
the French Centenary Celebrations held at La Ferté-Vidame in 
France, attended by a number of CCOCA members. I must thank 
Helen Cross for most of the images and also Tom Weilenmann 
for several as we were not able to attend the event ourselves.

I have included a couple of the Citroën exploits/lost causes that 
you may or may not have known about, but which were consid-
ered important enough to be included in the Centenary Cel-
ebrations.

In Ted's absence I have had a number of Club Permit forms/ap-
plications to sign. It has prompted me to reminded you that the 
level of identification required by VicRoads, has moved on.

While not needing 5 point identification such as when opening 
a bank account or obtaining a passport, nevertheless VicRoads 
require, full name, address and licence number of the previous 
owner, as well as registration history (ie past rego number) and 
the usuals such as engine and VIN number. It is probably best to 
use a VicRoads Registration Transfer form even if the vehicle is 
unregistered as it has all the requirements listed.

Graeme Denne's article on keeping your battery up to scratch, 
is probably equally applicable to many other classics beside the 
2CV.

Finally a harbinger of things to come, or not!

At the last Geneva Motor Show,  Audi had no petrol or diesel 
cars on show, only electric cars. In Europe many small Citroën 
or Peugeot dealers are relinquishing their new car franchise, as 
PSA puts pressure  on all retail outlets to incorporate charging 
facilities. The cost of the boxes and wires are not the issue, but 
the real estate needed to have multiple cars sitting for hours in 
old European cities is just too expensive.

Russell Wade.

PS. Lee and I were not able to edit/correct the flyer on page 12

Hello all members from sunny France. As you read this 
the 100 years celebrations have ended and we are on our 
way to the 2CV world meeting in Croatia. The event at 
La Ferté-Vidame was spectacular. PSA and ACI created an 
inspired event and the entire town and adjoining Chateau 
grounds were devoted to showcasing all Citroën models. I 
counted thousands of vintage, Traction, ID/DS and 2CV/A 
series models and all more recent ones as well. We arrived 
in good time and watched the organisation of the event 
unfold. We had many Aussie friends to keep us company. 
Helen and I attended  the ACI general and special meet-
ing and voted for some changes. This was followed by an 
amazing dinner and we were joined by  Linda Jackson (PSA 
CEO), Xavier Peugeot, Xavier Crespin, and a wonder-
ful surprise was also Henri-Jacques Citroën (grandson of 
Andre Citroën) and his charming wife Delphine, and their 
adult son Charles-Henri. We were fortunate to share the 
long table with them and met them personally. They were 
surprised that Australians travelled to the event, but there 
were people from many other countries as well. Saturday 
night was a gala dinner. We joined 2500 other enthusiasts 
at a five course dinner and we were entertained and en-
joyed an excellent meal. The organisation could not be 
faulted, and we managed to get most Aussies on the same 
table, supported by a couple of Brits (Bernie Shaw and his 
mate) and a small number of luckless French. We all got on 
well and at the end of the night we had a spectacular fire-
works display. Linda Jackson spoke of exciting new Citroën 
models in the pipeline, and I left the meeting excited about 
Citroën’s future worldwide and in Australia. The CCOCA 
Committee had earlier voted  to give the President of ACI 
(Amicale Citroën Internationale)-Stephen Joest a copy of 
Goeff Webber’s new “ID/DS in Australia” book that I car-
ried to the event. This was very well received by Stephen. 
The best part of the event was the new friendships  forged 
with fellow enthusiasts around the world and the realisa-
tion that Citroën/PSA is being run by a group of profes-
sional and passionate individuals wishing to forge the next 
100 year of Citroën history. Linda Jackson will be opening 
the Citroën display at Motorclassica in October and I en-
courage all Club members to get involved in this event. See 
Activities for details. Cheers from me.

Ted Cross.
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CHIT-CHAT TUESDAY RECORD CROWD

oCtoBer

On the (4/7/19) in Bayside McRea a new world re-
cord was set, with 15 Citroënians attending Chit-
Chat Tuesday. 

Since it's inception about 6 years ago, there has been 
3 or 4 attendees at times, but mostly 8 to 12 start-
ers.

To Club members and visitors, thanks for coming 
along.

Present were, Len Jenkins, Robin Smith, Robin Grant, 
Mike Neil, John Parsons, Dave Rogers, Garth Camp-
bell, John Graftdyk, Elliot Beniada,  Andy Murray, Joe 
Versteege, Bruno Tonizzo, Brian James and Colin 
Bates.

Warwick Spinaze.

Event details, see page 33.
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MONTH  SEPTEMBER 
 
EVENT:           Scenic Drive/ Picnic /BBQ and (weather permitting) 
                       Citroen Polo Gymkana at Marg Towt’s property 
                       ‘The Swamp’. 

We will meander through some of the most beautiful rural 
valleys to the south east of Whittlesea and ‘The Swamp’. 

WHEN:  Sunday 22 September 
TIME:  Meet at 10.30 am 
WHERE:              Ferguson Park Pre School  4 Graysharps Road, Hurstbridge 
DESTINATION:  ‘The Swamp’  290 Wallan Road, Whittlesea 
RSVP: Essential Monday 16 September 
 

BRING: Bring food, drink, table, chairs, everything for a picnic/BBQ 
CONTACT:  Marg Towt  0408 373 181 marg.towt@bigpond.com  
 
After arriving at Marg’s place for a Picnic/ BBQ Lunch there will be a surprise 
activity for those who want a challenge for the day. 
 

The Swamp is an old original creek bed, silted up over hundreds of years and 
occasionally floods with heavy rains. 

When inundated it supports significant wildlife and is a benchmark for high 
water at Whittlesea. 

 

NB. You will need to refuel at either Eltham or Diamond Creek as there are no 
fuel or toilets in Hurstbridge. 
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MOTORCLASSICA WELCOME DINNER 

There will be a welcome dinner for CCOCA/CCCV members along with 
Interstate members attending   Motorclassica 2019 which will feature a 100 

Years Citroen Anniversary Display. 

WHEN: FRIDAY 11 OCTOBER  2019  

TIME: 7.00PM 

This the Opening Day of Motorclassica and we are expecting to catch up with 
interstate and country members during the evening. 

WHERE: 

IL CARRETTO 

479 Nicholson Street  

Carlton North Vic 

03 9347 6571 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

Italian food and Pizza - see the 
link provided. Great reviews for 
authentic food at a fair price and friendly service. 

This restaurant is well priced (around $ 35 per head) and is BYO or fully 
licenced to suit your choice. 

We are expecting to fill a table of 20 for this event and more details will be 
provided closer to the dinner. Due to the numbers expected, we may need to 
order a set menu for the group. 

https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g255100-d1988503-
Reviews-Il_Carretto-Melbourne_Victoria.html 

RSVP:  ESSENTIAL Tuesday 1 October 2019 

Enquiries to Ted Cross 0400 592 208 or Helen Cross 0419 356 963 

MONTH:     SEPTEMBER 
WHAT:      GENERAL MEETING     Wednesday 25th 
TIME:      7.30pm 
WHERE:                    FROG HOLLOW RESERVE 
GUEST SPEAKERS:    BOB & GAYE HERBERT 
 
Bob and Gaye have spent several weeks criss-crossing parts of Europe and 
they will share their experiences/highlights with us during the evening. 
After spending 3 weeks in Paris and a road trip across France/Italy to Croatia 
to attend the 2CV World Meet they continued by road back to Paris via the 
Italian /Swiss Alps and the Alsace wine area in Eastern France.  The trip was 
completed with another week in Paris and they arrived home the end of 
August. 
The Evening will focus on the following: 
“Seldom Seen Paris” will have some “Auto” bits/theme with a focus on things 
you don’t notice if you are visiting for a short period of time. Definitely the 
quirkier stuff. 
There will also be a brief photo and geographical section showing where the 
two Citroen factories were in Paris.  
An overview of the 100 Year Citroen Celebrations at la Ferté Vidame plus the 
2CV World Meet in Croatia. We will be provided with the opportunity to look 
at some of the rare/modified cars/characters that we don’t see here. 
 

     
 
There will also be some clear photos of the original 2CV/prototypes owned by 
Citroen and rarely displayed. 
 
RSVP: Preferred  Monday 23 September 

Helen Cross 0419 356 963 crossfam@ozemail.com.au 
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CCOCA/CCCV Christmas BBQ  

WHEN:              Sunday 8 December 2019

TIME:    12.00pm – 4.00pm 

WHERE:           Frog Hollow Reserve Rooms 
           Fordham Ave, Camberwell  

        Melway 60, B3 

COST:  All foods including meats, salads, condiments 
and bread along with an ice-cream for dessert 
will be supplied and cooked by CCOCA and 
CCCV.

   
BRING:   Everything for a picnic including cutlery, 

crockery, tables, chairs, glasses and drinks. 

BOOKINGS: Essential 

RSVP: Monday 2 December            
Lee Dennes    0438 286 181 

          activities@citroenclassic.org.au
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times during the afternoon and we all headed off to the “Hart of Horsham” 
Hotel for the official meet and greet and a lovely evening meal of soup and 
garlic bread.  See lower images

                   15                                                       14

         oz trACtioN horshAM

The upper image pays respect to the traditional owners of the land at Sheep Hills.

We arrived at our motel in Horsham about lunchtime on Friday and were met by 
our organisers Bruce and Bev Stringer. The rest of our group arrived at various 

                 Friday 7th to  Monday 10th of June 2019
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We met a new couple to our group, Debra and Gary Hill from Kaniva who were 
experiencing their first run in their recently acquired Light 15 Traction. They were 
made welcome by the group and lots of good advice was handed out to them over 
the weekend (whether they needed it or not).

Saturday saw us head out of Horsham for our first day led by Bruce in his white 
D. Just out of Horsham the D failed to proceed due to lack of hydraulic pressure. 
Pump failure was quickly diagnosed. Fortunately, a quick search through the boot 
of our D turned up a spare pump which I thought I had put back on the shelf in 
the shed at home. It was decided to leave Bruce’s D by the side of the road and 
proceed with the day’s run and fit the replacement pump later in the afternoon.

We had a great day visiting Silo Art, 
Wheatlands Agricultural Museum 
and lunch at a rather “quaint” café in 
Hopetoun. We all made our way back 
to Horsham during the afternoon. 
Rob Belcourt kindly volunteered to 
fit the replcement pump to Bruce’s 
D and we were pleased to see him 
arrive back before dark with full hy-
draulic pressure, I think Bev was more 
pleased than us.

We then had a great evening meal 
and get-together at the Horsham Sports and Community Club.

Sunday saw us heading off for more 
Silo Art and a rather scenic drive to 
Longeronong Homstead courtesy of 
Bruce’s GPS. The ladies at the Hom-
stead put on a most magnificent 
morning tea in their beatifull historic 
home along with guided tours of the 
house and gardens. 
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We then headed off to Murtoa to view the historic “Stick Shed” which is a very 
early example of a uniquely Australian Wheat Silo. Fortunately, this building has 
been saved from demolition for when we saw it 20 years ago, it was looking 
very derelict but it is now in good shape. We then drove to Woods Farming and 
Heritage Museum for a lovely lunch put on by the Museum Volunteers. This is 
one of the better Museums in rural Victoria and is well worth a visit if you are in 
the area. The rest of the afternoon was ours to visit local attractions and we had 
a final Farewell Dinner at the Royal Hotel in Horsham. After a breakfast at the 
motel hosted by the club, we said our goodbyes and went our separate ways.

Thanks to Bruce and Bev Stringer for 
organising another great leisurely 
weekend.

Brian and Elvira Smart

All photos courtesy of Bruce  Stringer 
and text by Brian and Elvira Smart.
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Above, CCOCA Royalty, our First Lady Helen (wife of your President) meets Citroën Roy-
alty, Henri-Jacques Citroën, (grandson of Andre Citroën) and his wife Delphine Citroën. 

Below left, Linda Jackson, world CEO of Citroën, and right, Xavier Peugeot (with mic) 
Citroën Product Planning Chief.

                               21                                                       20

      CitroËN CeNteNAry CeleBrAtioN

Above, Helen in discussion with Linda 
about the weather? grandkids? kanga-
roos? or perhaps Citroëns.

Right, Ted presents a copy of Geoff Web-
bers book (below) to  Stephen Joest, the 
Chairman of Amicalle Citroën, (ACI) the 
International "umberella" organisation 
of all the worlds Citroën Clubs.

      lA Ferté-VidAMe FrANCe
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The site at La Ferté-Vidane France, complete with mod-
el Eiffel Tower and 4200 vehicles, a selection shown in 
the following photos. Left, with part of the extended 
CitroËn family, shown posing with a photo of pop.
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These celebrately images should be seen in conjunction with Ted's Prez Sez.

Below. Satarday night fireworks, and right, different models lined up sequentially in 
years of introduction, pedantically the 2CV  does not fit 1948.

Right. Plenty of 6 wheelers similar to those shown in the previous Front Drive.
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Top left. A TUB the predecessor of the H van, below left, is the very last H van from 
the Citroën collection. 

Bottom. The local Ferté-Vidame Village fire appliance, perhaps not in current use.
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As well as a wonderfull line up of oldies 
on the left, Citroën being a co-sponsor  
of the event, were quite entitled to dis-
play the current line up shown on the 
right, perhaps as a token "look foward" 
to the next 100 years.

The car centre right is a Citroën Bijou 
from the late fifties. 203 were built in 
England as an upmarket 2CV derivative, 
it had a first generation fibreglass body 
that was heavier than the steel body it 
replaced. That together with the 12 BHP 
(425cc) engine meant it was slower than 
a 2CV, and it failed, because it did not 
live up to the hype/expectations of the 
svelte styling, performance wise.

Below. A kalidescope of Mehari colours.
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Being the car many view as the iconic 
Citroën, there was a veritable sea of Dee's.

Below, is one of several in full rally trim, 
the interior view is interesting, particular-
ly the large lever sprouting from the floor, 
a possible rally handbrake. The original 
gear lever is still in place.

The other iconic Citroën in many peoples 
minds is the 2CV, with plenty of early rip-
ple bonnet cars above. It was good to see 
an unrestored early survivor on the right 
being given the respect it deserves.

Below, 3 of the true survivors, hidden away 
during World War 2, these 3 prototpes of 
the 2CV date from the late thirties.
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Of course the Chenilles (caterpillars) loom large in early Citroën history, so some of the 
few survivors were to be expected, although there were many variants, they all look 
similar.

For the young there were Go-Karts, and for the not so young and the not so old, there 
were several bands performing.

The fully electric 19_19 Concept Citroën  was made up to celebrate the centenary of 
Citroën car production. The lower interior view from the drivers (left) side, and only 
partly shows the (white) passenger lounge, akin to a first class airline seat, almost able 
to make a bed (safety? don't ask).



The start of this article (in italics) is the first part of an article 
previously published in Front Drive, and written by Chester 
McKaige, the then owner of the  1911 Mors, model 12/15 NX 
shown on the right.
The firm Mors had been involved in building large generator 
plants and signal boxes for the French railways, and like a lot 
of companies of the time, branched out into the manufacture 
of motor cars and in some cases racing cars as well.

Two brothers, Emille and Louis Mors 
ran the company and employed a 
draughtsman by the name of Henri 
Brasier to do most of the design and 
fabrication work. It was the result of 
Brasier’s designs that led to many a 
victory in the early city to city road 
races covering the years 1898-1903. 
1908 French Grand Prix at Dieppe 
shown on the right.

Brasier departed the company in 1902 eventually forming his own company 
manufacturing cars under his own name.

To say the company was not a financial success is an understatement. In its brief thirty odd 
years, it went under at least four times, each time being propped 
up again by some wealthy individual, in much the same way 
as Bentley Motors was propped up by the diamond millionaire 
Woolf Barnato.
After the second near-liquidation miss, a stockbroker and 
creditor of the company by the name of Paul Haarbleicher 
suggested his son in law’s brother, should have an interest in the 
company and so. Andre Citroën entered the company in 1907.
Andre, as most of you will know, was the son of a Jewish 
diamond merchant, originally of Dutch descent who came to 
France in 1872. Andre’s father met his death falling out of a 
window in 1983.
Andre’s mother was of Polish descent, sending Andre off on a 
tour of Poland, this being a graduation present.

It was while in Poland that he met a Russian who had invented 
a novel “herringbone” type of gear. This unique transmission 
of power, in which side thrusts are eliminated, was a great 
step forward especially when large  horsepower had to be 
geared up or down.
Citroën arrived back in Paris with a patent and immediately 
set up a factory (Engrenages Citroen, but renamed Hinstun 
Freres Citroën et Cie in 1905) to produce gears for torpedo 
boats and other marine installations. His gears were also used 
in the steering mechanism of the ”Titanic”. In 1905 he won a 
contract to supply 500 engines to Sizaire et Naudin.
Also in 1905, Andre Citroën was appointed Managing 
Director of the “Societe de L’Electricite des Automobiles 
Mors”, a position he held until the outbreak of war in 1914.
The position was so dire at Mors when Andre took over that 
only about 10 cars a month were being built. One problem was that the most complicated 
part of the Mors cars (the engine) was very outdated, and with such low production 
numbers, there  were no profits to finance a new engine design.

Left. Dorus David Citroen (no diaeresis over the e, Andre is 
reputed to have added the diaeresis to make his name appear 
more French) and was better known as just  David Citroen. 
This Dutch born English citizen, was a cousin of Andre 
Citroën, although David was 18 years older than Andre.
David had set up an outlet for “Minerva” of Belgium, in 
England, selling Minerva engines to the growing number 
of motorcycle 
makers in the UK 
around the turn of 
the century, this 

progressed to complete motorcycles, then  cars 
and commercials. In 1900 David appointed 
Charles S Rolls (who later joined Henry Royce) 
as his commercial salesman. So good were 
the English sales that David Citroen became a 
co-director of Minerva alongside its founder, 
Dutchman Sylvain de Jong.
Around 1907 Minerva started to build Knight 
sleeve valve engines under a  licence from the 
American, Charles Knight.
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 These were among the best engines in Europe at the time, 
giving the Minerva (goddess of the sun) a retrospective 
reputation as the “Rolls Royce” of Belgium. 
So what of young Andre? He saw that his cousin's business 
was producing these great engines, so with the proverbial 
wink and a nod, these Minerva built Knight engines 
found their way into the ailing Mors range of cars, taking 
production (and sales) from 10 cars a month to 100 per 
month by 1913.
During his time at Mors, Andre had taken a trip to America 
to visit Henry Ford, 
right, and see first hand 
how he had applied 
mass production to cars.
Henry did not invent 
mass production, but 
had seen its use in the 
Colt gun factory as well 
as the Brooklyn meat 
works in New York.

The lessons for Andre Citroën were, 1. how not to make cars (at Mors).
                                                           2. how to make cars and a profit (at Ford).
And of course the nightmare was, "how to turn the ailing Mors works into a profitable 
enterprise".

PS.1. Citroën bought the Mors factory in 1925 to increase Citroën car production.
PS.2. It can be a little confusing, as there were American Mors cars around the same era.
PS.3. David Citroen coincidently died the same year as cousin Andre, 1935.

 
Below. Two shots of Mors cars from the Andre Citroën era.           Russell Wade. Editor.
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MONTH  ONGOING

                               CHIT-CHAT TUESDAY

Chit-Chat Tuesday continues the first Tuesday of every month at the Blue Ray Café, McCrae op-
posite the lighthouse from10.30 onwards. This is a low key "DIY" event for like minded Citroën 
owners to meet and chat.
Contact: Warwick Spinaze  0407 016 719

                                          BOY'S DAY OUT
MONTH - ONGOING 

 
EVENT: BOY’S DAY OUT 
WHEN: The fourth Thursday each month and the third 

Thursday in December. 
TIME: 10.30 am for 11.30 departure.  

Leaving from 1/29 Everist Rd, Ocean Grove Industrial 
Estate 

WHERE: Portarlington Golf Club 
COST:  Lunch is $10-$12, plus drinks 
BOOKINGS:  Not Essential 
BRING: An interesting car  
CONTACT: Mike Killingsworth  0417 552 446 
 

   

The "Boy's Day Out" is designed for blokes to get together and talk 
about cars or anything else to their heart's content. We meet at Mike's 
shed and embark on a short drive around the Bellarine, stopping on 
the grass at Portarlington for a chat before proceeding to the Golf Club 
for lunch. There we have a private room and conduct a raffle (tickets 
are free) for a magnum of wine and maybe a dinner voucher. After 
lunch everyone is free to travel home at their leisure. 

It's definitely designed for the boys rather than couples and the only 
other requirement is to bring an interesting car (we're not pedantic 
about that - just don't want a procession of SUVs!) 
We do get some interesting cars of all ages. The definition of 
interesting may be shape, age (very new or old), rarity, performance 
etc. Or maybe just an old Holden Statesman with a wardrobe tied to 
its roof!! Of course ANY Citroen is welcome! 
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A more powerful engine with twin rotors was developed by Citroën and fitted in a modi-
fied Citroën GS known as the GS Birotor (lower left images). This rotary engine develop-
ment was seen as the future, as this drawing on the left shows. The GS driver is looking 
enviously at the grey M35 while a futuristic train passes overhead, this was well before 
the current style TGV reached fruition. Most manufacturers took a licence to develop the 
Wankel Engine, but it was not very fuel efficient. Unfortunately, the huge increase in fuel 
prices caused by the 1973 (misnamed) Arab Oil Embargo meant the end for most rotary 
engine development, only Mazda continued. The word embargo implies the cutting off of 
supply, but they actually raised the price of crude oil by 400% to nations who supported 
Israel in the earlier1973 Yom Kippur war. 

Citroën, having spent so much time 
and money  developing this engine 
format, felt the need to find another 
use for it. So the RE 2 helicopter (RE 
for rotary engined) was developed as 
a lightweight 2 seat helicopter. Coin-
cidently the first flight testing was at 
Ferté-Vidame where you see the he-
licopter on display above. Right. An 
image of it flying, see more vision of 
it flying on U-Tube.

Felix Wankel (left) with an open version (end 
cover removed) of his rotary engine. Right is 
an open version of the Citroën single rotor 
variant used in the AMI based M35 shown mid 
left.

             ANOTHER CITROËN BLIND ALLEY            
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Previous page. Phil Anderson on his Peugeot bike on his way to becoming the first Aus-
tralian to wear the Yellow Jersey in the Tour de France. Citroën, unlike Peugeot had no 
history of making bicycles, mopeds or motorcycles, but after the Concorde design (not 
the development) was complete, the French Government launched a competition for new 
start-ups, to mop up the out of work engineers. One such start-up was BFG, whose plan 
(A) was to develop a new French motorcycle category, using an as yet undeveloped diesel 
version of the 2 cylinder Visa engine (itself a revamped version of the 2CV engine). When 
Citroën opted to use the 4 cylinder Peugeot XUD engine in the Visa, it was time for plan 
(B).  This was to enter another new  category for French motorcycles ie large touring bikes 
to compete with BMW. At the end of GS production Citroën found they had vastly overor-
dered GS engines (above left) in those pre-computer days, and so evolved the BFG 1300 
as a way of using up this excess of GS engines. One is shown above right in police livery, 
while the lower one was on display at La Ferté-Vidame. Only about 650 were built at hor-
rific cost, sending the makers broke. The French Goverment stepped in, buying most for 
police and Government use.                                               

Not unexpectedly there were severe 
overheating problems, because rotary 
engines produce power from a much 
smaller package. These problems were 
largely overcome, but the market had 
moved on from simple lightweight heli-
copters, in the style of the Bell 47 (open 
truss tail), you remember them from the 
iconic TV show MASH. Buyers wanted 
multi task helicopters, and so Peugeot 
closed down the helicopter program. 
As seen today, it has 38 flying hours in 
it's log book. It is shown above with the 
equally ill fated tractor project in the 
Citroën Museum.                                                    

        AND ANOTHER 
CITROËN BLIND ALLEY            
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                              OUT AND ABOUT     

As to be expected very little Citroën stuff turns up at the annual Bendigo Swap Meet, the 
above left shows a late model Solex moped, all lights and engine working, tyres fair, in 
unrestored original condition with a few paint chips. It had been brought over from South 
Australia and they were asking $1500. Above right was Citroën Relay (private import) the 
model before the example shown on page 31 of May/June Front Drive, and like that one 
it had no air conditioner. It was not for sale but was owned by a country Antique dealer.

This year they had a Barn Find display, and the feature car was the Tatra of member Rini 
Zysvelt, featured in the actual Barn on page 22 of the Nov/Dec 2017 Front Drive.

The enamelled tinplate garage sign (right) featured a couple of years ago. It was just over 
a metre wide and sold for about $2500.

Moving to Imlachs wreckers (lower right) we see the red Xara Picasso, another private 
import and to its right the grey Renault Espace (not the actual car) of about 1998. The 
first Espace was designed as a Simca to replace the Simca Rancho. Amazingly PSA (Citroën 
Peugeot) bought Simca/Talbot  from Chrysler UK, then sold the Espace design to Renault 
via Matra.



By Graeme Dennes
Have you experienced some frustrating battery issues with your 2CV, such as the battery 
being flat or almost flat when it really shouldn’t be? Sounds like an undercharging problem?  
Perhaps you’ve had battery fluid overflowing from the cell vents onto the battery case, the 
battery tray and the firewall area around the battery, leaving a trail of white powder and 
corrosion? Sounds like an overcharging problem? Both of these conditions are caused by 
the car’s charging system, and neither augurs well for a long and healthy battery life.
Background
The two leading causes of battery failure with flooded lead acid batteries are sulphation 
and excessive gassing. Sulphation is the depositing of lead sulphate crystals on the battery 
plates, and major sulphation can develop when the battery is undercharged, overcharged or 
stored in an uncharged condition. The source of the lead sulphate is the water and sulphuric 
acid solution inside the battery. There’s an ongoing electrochemical reaction taking place 
in the electrolyte solution, and this is at an optimal state when the battery is maintained at 
its correct fully charged point. If the battery is undercharged or overcharged or stored in 
an uncharged condition, the chemistry is not optimum and sulphation is accelerated. The 
battery then continues to take on even less charge, which in turn exacerbates the sulphation. 
This is a downward spiral to eventual battery failure. Eventually, the sulphation deposits 
will prevent charging, at which point the battery has reached the end of its useful life, which 
will probably be at a most inconvenient location and time for you!!
Gassing naturally occurs during normal charging, but one of the hazards of overcharging 
is excessive gassing. When a lead acid battery is overcharged, the electrolyte solution 
can overheat, resulting in excessive gassing where hydrogen and oxygen gasses are 
formed. The excessive gassing “boils” off the water in the battery, and the resulting 
water loss can destroy the battery if the electrolyte solution falls below the level 
required to cover the plates. Should this happen, the exposed plates will sustain damage 
and the battery’s capacity and life will be severely impacted.
If the car’s electrical system undercharges or overcharges the battery, we need to understand 
why it happens and what steps we can take to stop it happening.
Come on Baldrick. Speak up!
The alternator: Acts as the battery charger for the car’s battery and provides the electrical 
power for the car’s electrical equipment and accessories.
The voltage regulator: Controls the output voltage of the alternator so the battery is 
optimally charged and maintained in a controlled manner.
The battery: Supplies the starter motor with power so the engine can be started, and 
supplies power to the car’s electrical equipment and accessories before the engine starts. 
Very importantly, the battery acts as a voltage stabiliser for the alternator, stabilising the 
voltage fed to the car’s electrical system. (More follows).
Well Baldrick…?
As shown in the left half of the attached circuit diagram, the 2CV voltage regulator has 

three electrical wiring connections to it: the D+ (Dynamo+) connection, the D- (Dynamo-) 
connection, and the DF (Dynamo Field) connection. Although car alternators have been 
around for some 60 years, the earlier Dynamo (Generator) terminology has continued in 
the automotive electrical industry.
The D+ wire is a 12V wire switched from the ignition switch and connects to the regulator’s 
D+ terminal, the D- wire is a chassis ground wire which connects to the regulator’s D- 
terminal and the DF wire is an output from the regulator’s DF terminal which connects to 
the alternator’s rotor (exciter) to control the output of the alternator and thus the charging 
of the battery.
In the 2CV, the D+, D- and DF wires terminate at a three-pin socket (shown on the circuit 
diagram) which connects to the three pins on the bottom face of the voltage regulator. This 
is the standard 2CV wiring and battery charging arrangement.
The 2CV voltage regulator is an adjustable electro-mechanical device which can lose its 
calibration settings over time to the point where it can result in the battery being either 
undercharged or overcharged. Adding to this is the fact that the regulator is now several 
decades old and much older than Citroen ever intended its working life to be. Mmmm, 
he says knowingly… By now, the voltage regulator on your 2CV may be well outside of its 
specifications and requiring a re-calibration. Yes, that may return the voltage regulator 
back to its specifications, but it may not be very long before it has to be done again, by 
which time the battery has been through another period of longer-term damage and the 
car owner has been through another period of frustration!

Alright Baldrick. What’s your cunning plan?
This article describes an improvement which can be made to the 2CV’s electrical system to 
ensure the battery is charged in an optimum, controlled manner by using a modern, solid-
state voltage regulator, the Bosch RE57, coupled with a relay. The RE57 regulator and 
relay ensure the battery is not undercharged or overcharged but optimally charged.
Although this article applies directly to the 2CV, the underlying principles may be 
extended to other vehicles which employ a three-wire electro-mechanical voltage regulator 
controlling an alternator.
This is the most cunning plan a Baldrick has had for five hundred years!
Not only does the original electro-mechanical voltage regulator lose its calibration over 
time which results in the battery being either undercharged or overcharged, but there is a 
furtherissue of even greater significance affecting the life of the 2CV battery. How do we 
maximise battery health and life? The health and life of the battery is maximised when 
the voltage regulator senses the true voltage at the battery. This can only be achieved if 
the wiring resistance between the regulator and the battery is zero ohms. However, as all 
wiring has resistance of some amount (well, above zero Kelvin!), we need to take steps to 
absolutely minimise the wiring resistance.
Why is the wiring resistance of concern, Baldrick?Any wiring resistance between the 
regulator and the battery will guarantee that the true battery voltage will not be sensed 
by the regulator. The regulator’s D+ connection senses the battery voltage at the ignition 
switch, which will be slightly less than the true battery voltage, perhaps 0.5V less. For 
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example, say the battery terminal voltage is 14.2V when the engine is running. We consider 
the battery to be fully charged or close to fully charged when it reaches 14.2 volts. Due to 
the 0.5V voltage drop across the wiring resistance between the regulator and the battery, the 
regulator will see 13.7V at the ignition switch as being the battery voltage. This is how the 
2CV was manufactured!Come on Baldrick. Don’t hold back!Here is the nub of the issue. 
Continuing with the example. With 14.2V at the battery terminals, we want the alternator to 
start lowering its output voltage so the charging rate of the battery is reduced so the battery 
doesn’t enter the overcharged state. Yet at that very same instant, the voltage regulator 
is sensing 13.7V at the ignition switch as the battery voltage. The regulator thinks the 
battery is still not fully charged, so it keeps the alternator charging the battery at maximum 
rate, forcing the already-charged battery to enter the overcharged state. This is the constant 
dilemma facing all 2CV owners, whether they know about it or not, and all because of the 
electrical design of the 2CV. In fact, it was a design and manufacturing compromise used 
in most vehicles by most manufacturers for most of the last century!!
This undesirable state of affairs has come about because of the small voltage drop across 
the wiring between the regulator and the battery due to the currents flowing in the wiring. 
This small voltage drop is sufficient to convince the regulator to always overcharge the 
battery! Yep. It’s a sure-fire way to ensure premature failure of the battery, excessive loss of 
water, damage to the plates, drastically reducing the life of the battery. The RE57 regulator 
and relay, the subject of this article, when wired in accordance with this article, will ensure 
the battery is always optimally charged. The RE57 regulator, the relay and the battery will 
be on the same (voltage!!) page. Note, however, that this doesn’t dispense with the need to 
be vigilant about keeping an eye on the battery fluid levels. Ensure the plates are always 
covered by fluid.
On the left is a photo of the Bosch RE57 voltage regulator, packaged in a small metal die-
cast box. It’s a sealed, non-adjustable three-terminal device which provides an install-and-
forget solution. The RE57 improves on the standard electro-mechanical regulator fitted to 
the 2CV by ensuring the battery is charged in an optimum manner, while the relay prevents 
the battery from being overcharged because of the wiring resistance between the regulator 
and the battery.

Note: A very similar voltage regulator available is the Bosch RE55 which is a two-terminal 
voltage regulator. It uses the metal case of the regulator as the ground (third) terminal. You 
don’t want this regulator. You want the three-terminal RE57 regulator with the separate 

ground pin which can be wired directly to the 
battery negative post to achieve an electrically 
“stronger” (more direct) connection.
So what have you got for us Baldrick?

The attached circuit diagram shows the wiring 
needed to connect the RE57 voltage regulator 
and relay to your 2CV to replace the original 
electro-mechanical voltage regulator. Briefly, 

when the ignition switch is turned on, the original D+ connection from the ignition switch 
is used to activate the relay. When the relay is activated, its closed contacts connect the 
D+ terminal of the RE57 regulator to the battery positive post. So now, with the RE57 
regulator’s D+ and D- terminals connected directly to the battery posts, the RE57 can sense 
the true battery voltage and ensure the battery is charged and maintained in an optimal 
manner, our raison d’être!
The circuit diagram also shows the pin connections, when viewing the pins, for the original 
2CV regulator, the RE57 regulator and the Narva 68044 relay and 68084 socket. After 
attaching the small metal mounting bracket supplied with the relay to the relay cover, 
mount the RE57 regulator and the relay and socket next to each other on the firewall, close 
to the battery, with their pins pointing downwards. Three short wires with spade crimp 
terminals can be made up to extend the three connections (D+, D- and DF) at the original 
regulator socket. The D+ and D- wires connect to the relay coil while the DF wire connects 
to the DF terminal on the RE57 regulator.
Note: The colours of the three wires terminating at the original regulator socket may vary 
and sometimes they are all the same colour! A multimeter will help to confirm which wire 
is which. 
The photo at left shows the underside view of the Bosch RE57 regulator with its three 
connecting pins. Don’t disturb/damage the exposed resistor! Bosch RE57 regulators often 
appears on eBay, and the Narva relay and socket are available at Repco, Supercheap 
Auto, etc. Don’t substitute for the relay or socket.
Keep the red and black wiring between the RE57 regulator, the relay and the battery as short 

as practicable. Terminate the red and black wires 
directly at the battery posts – no other place! A 
suitable wire size to use for the connecting wires 
is the size used for the 2CV’s headlight wiring 
or a little heavier. The wiring is only lightly 
loaded.Four wires connect to the relay socket 
via brass spade connectors and these are pressed 
and locked into the bottom of the relay socket 
after being crimped to the four wires. Identify the 
correct orientation for the brass spade connectors 
before inserting them into the relay socket.
 These connectors are usually supplied with the 
socket. Three red-coloured crimconnectors are 

needed for connecting to the RE57 voltage regulator pins. Two crimped connectors of a 
size suitable for mounting under the battery post bolts are needed to connect the regulator 
D- terminal to the battery negative post and to connect pin 30 of the relay socket to the 
battery positive post. Ensure all crimps are correctly fitted to the wires using correctly sized 
and adjusted crimping tools.
Run, dress and secure all the added wiring in a professional manner. Make it neat and 
reliable and looking like an intended part of the vehicle! Be proud of your work.
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                                                   Final Electrical Checks.

 

!.   Ensure that all wiring terminations at both battery posts, and at both ends of the wiring 
discussed below, are diconected. brass-wire brushed on all surfaces to ensure all oxidation 
and corrosion products are removed, then reconnect and tightened. Ensure all crimped 
connections provide a tight connection. If not, replace the crimp.

This procedure is the pathway to achieve the lowest-possible wiring resistance and the 
highest reliability for your car's charging circuit.

2.    Ensure the heavy battery positive cable is securely connected to the starter solenoid.

3.    Ensure the heavy battery negative cable is securely connected to the gearbox stud.

4.    Ensure the battery's negative post is also grounded to the firewall with a 3mm (mini-
mium) diameter conductor cable. (This is the conductor diameter, not the insulation di-
ameter).

5.    Ensure the D- wire at the original socket istightly grounded to the firewall.

6.    Ensure the DF wire at the original regulator socket is tightly connected to the alterna-
tor's rotor terminal.

7.    Ensure the alternators output terminal is properly and tightly connected to its crimp 
connection, and the crimp is securely connected to the cable.

8.    Ensure the alternator's body (ground) is properly grounded to the exhaust manifold on 
which it is mounted. Ensure the mounting bolt, washer and nut are tight.

 A correctly crimped  terminal actually creates a metal-to-metal colloidal bond at the sur-
faces between the wire and the terminal. If done correctly, no void (space) remains be-
tween the seperate strands of wire or betweem the strands and the crimp, and the two 
metals become as one. This is the preferred joining mechanism. If we were to use solder 
to join the wire to the crimp, the current flowing has to pass through the solder, and the 
resistance 0f the solder is about 5 times the resistance of the crimped connection, ex-
aserpating the wiring resistance problems. Achieving good quality crimped connections 
requires the use of properly adjusted, good quality crimping tools and good operatoe 
skills!!! One is usually unable to pull a crimped connector from a cable by hand if it has 
been crimped correctly.

The Finish Line. After the job is finished-start the engine and turn on the lights. After a 
couple of minutes idling the voltage at the battery posts should be around 13 volts. With 
the engine running at about 2000 rpm the  battery voltage should be  around 13.5v to 14v.

                                                   An Important Warning.

To prevent possible extensive and expensive electrical system damage to your motor ve-
hicle:

                         Never disconnect the battery when the engine is running.

The battery stabilises the electrical system and loads up the alternator, preventing high 
peak voltages (up to 100 volts) and voltage surges occuring. These can damage the car's 
electrical/electronic equipment including the alternator, voltage regulator, ignition sys-
tem, system computers, radio, sat-nav and light globes etc. Ouch!!!
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